
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Mem Aleph 
 

MISHNA 

• If the brother of one who gave chalitza married the sister of the chalutza, and now this brother 
died without children, the live brother may only give chalitza, and may not do yibum. Similarly, if 
one divorces his wife, and his brother married her sister and then died without children, she 
would be totally free from yibum or chalitza.  

• If a shomeres yavam is waiting for yibum or chalitza to be done, and one of the brothers gave 
kiddushin to her sister, they said in the name of R’ Yehuda ben Beseira, that we tell him to hold 
off on the nisuin until another brother does yibum or chalitza, and then he may proceed. If the 
yevama dies while waiting, he may likewise proceed with his nisuin. However, if the other 
brother dies, and he is the only remaining yavam, we make him divorce his wife, and then give 
chalitza to the yevama.  

 
GEMARA 

• Q: Why does the Mishna say “similarly” when it is introducing the second case? This case has a 
different Halacha than the first case and is therefore not similar!? A: The word in the Mishna 
should be changed to “however”. 

• Reish Lakish said, it is here that Rebbi said, that the sister of a chalutza is only assur D’Rabanan, 
whereas the sister of a divorcee is assur D’Orasia. 

SHOMERES YAVAM SHEKIDEISH… 

• Shmuel says that the Halacha follows R’ Yehuda ben Beseira.  

• Q: If his wife died while the yevama is still waiting, may he now do yibum to the yevama? A: Rav 
and R’ Chanina said that he is mutar to the yevama, and Shmuel and R’ Assi said that he is assur 
to the yevama.  

o Rava explains, Rav holds, this is a case of a yevama who was mutar, then became assur, 
then became mutar again, and the Halacha is that she reverts to her original mutar 
status.  

▪ Q: R’ Hamnuna asked, a Braisa says, that when a yavam did maamer to a 
yevama, and then a second brother who was married to her sister also died, and 
then the second yevama died as well, he may not complete the yibum that he 
began with the maamer. According to Rava, he should be able to complete the 
yibum, because she was mutar, then assur, then mutar again, and should 
therefore be completely mutar!? A: At first Rava was quiet. Then Rava said, I 
could have answered that the Braisa follows R’ Elazar, who says that once a 
yevama becomes assur, she remains assur forever! Then Rava said, I couldn’t 
have answered that, because R’ Elazar only says that when she was assur at the 
time that she fell to yibum. Then Rava found that R’ Elazar actually holds that 
way even if she was at first mutar. Therefore, he can answer the Brasia and say 
that it only follows the view of R’ Elazar. 

▪ Q: Should we say that Shmuel and R’ Assi only follow the view of R’ Elazar? A: 
They may even follow the Rabanan. The Rabanan only argue and say she is 
mutar when the period of her being assur happened before she fell to yibum 
(the brother had divorced her and then remarried her). 

 
 
 



MISHNA 

• A yevama may not get chalitza or yibum until 3 months have passed since the death. The same 
is true for all women – they may not enter into a kiddushin or a nisuin until 3 months have 
passed from their previous marriage. This is true whether the woman is a besula or a beulah, 
whether she is a widow or a divorcee, and whether she was an arusah or a nesuah.  

o R’ Yehuda says, a woman who was a nesuah may enter into a kiddushin during the 3 
months, and a woman who was only an arusah may even enter into nisuin, except for a 
woman who was an arusah in Yehuda, because there the chosson and kallah are usually 
comfortable with each other, and we have to be concerned that maybe they had 
tashmish in the state of eirusin.  

o R’ Yose says, all women may immediately enter into eirsusin, except for a widow, who 
must wait until after her 30 day period of aveilus. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: We can understand why she can’t immediately do yibum, because we must see if she is 
pregnant, and if she is and has a viable child, the yibum would be an issur of eishes ach. 
However, why can’t she get chalitza during that time? Should we say that this refutes R’ 
Yochanan who says that the chalitza done during pregnancy is a good chalitza? A: We don’t 
allow the chalitza, because if it turns out that she is pregnant and has a viable child, she would 
be mutar to a Kohen and we would have to make an announcement to that effect. We don’t 
want to rely on this announcement, because if one was present at the chalitza and not at the 
announcement, and then sees a Kohen marry her, he would be led to think that a Kohen may 
marry a chalutza.  

o Q: What about a case where the yevama is also a divorcee previously, so she anyway 
can’t marry a Kohen, why wouldn’t we allow her to get chalitza immediately? A: We 
delay the chalitza, because as soon as the chalitza takes place, she is no longer entitled 
to support.  

▪ Q: She only had support if she was a nesuah. Why wouldn’t we allow a yevama 
from a kiddushin to get an immediate chalitza? A: The reason is based on R’ 
Yose, that chalitza may only be done when yibum may be done. Since yibum 
may not be done during the first 3 months, chalitza may also not be done during 
that time.  

▪ Q: R’ Chinina asked, a Braisa says that sefeikos get chalitza but not yibum. Now, 
this can’t be referring to a safek kiddushin, because there would be no reason to 
prohibit yibum in that case. The case must be where he was mekadesh one of 2 
sisters and does not remember which one. Now, in that case yibum would be 
assur, and still we see that chalitza must be done!? A: In that case, if Eliyahu 
would come and clear the safek, we would be able to move ahead with a yibum. 
In our case, even if Eliyahu would say that the woman is not pregnant, we would 
still have to wait 3 months, as we see that a minor must wait 3 months before 
yibum as well, even though she cannot physically become pregnant! We see 
that yibum may not be done during the first 3 months.  

• A Braisa says, a yevama is supported from her husband’s estate for 3 months. After that time, 
she gets no support from the estate or from the yavam. However, if the yavam ran away from 
Beis Din without acting, she continues to get support from the yavam.  

o Q: If the yavam is a minor, she does not get support from him. Would she continue to 
get support from the estate? A: R’ Acha and Ravina argue – one says she does get 
support and one says that she does not.  

▪ The Gemara paskens that she does not get further support. It is as if she has 
been penalized by Heaven. 

• A Braisa says, if a yevama gets chalitza within 3 months, she still must wait the 3 months before 
remarrying. One who waits 3 months before getting chalitza may get married right after getting 
the chalitza.  

o We see from here, that the 3 month waiting period begins with the death of the 
husband, not with the receipt of the chalitza.  



▪ Q: Why is this different than by a get, in which case Rav says that the 3 month 
period begins at receipt of the get, not at the time of its writing? A: In the case 
of the yevama we darshan a kal v’chomer – if after 3 months of the death we 
allow her to a man who was assur to her with kares (the yavam), surely at that 
same time we would allow her to one who was only assur to her with a lav (a 
man besides the yavam). 

 


